All through the night
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Deep silence round us spreading

While the moon her watch is Keeping

Solo

All through the night, all through the night

SOPRANO

All through the night, all through the night

ALTO

All through the night, all through the night

TENOR

All through the night, all through the night

BASS

All through the night, all through the night
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Still the coming day discerning by the hope within us burning.
o'er our spirits gently stealing visions of delight revealing.

To the dawn our footsteps turning all through the night.
breathless a pure and holy feeling all through the night.
Star of faith (night) all through the night

mf the dark a-dor-ning p

all through the night

mf

all through the night. Lead us fear-less t'wards the morn-ing

All through the night.

all through the night. Though our hearts are wrapt in sor-rows,

all through the night. Though our hearts are wrapt in sor-rows,

all through the night. Though our hearts are wrapt in sor-rows,
from the hope of dawn we borrow promise of a glad tomorrow

from the hope of dawn we borrow promise of a glad tomorrow

from the hope of dawn we borrow promise of a glad tomorrow

from the hope of dawn we borrow promise of a glad tomorrow

all through the night.

all through the night.

all through the night.

all through the night.